
WATERPROOF / DUSTPROOF RATINGS

Flexible Battery: IP67 rated, so, the battery can withstand immersion  
in up to 1 metre of water for 30 minutes.

Control lead: IP65 rated to allow for use in all conditions from wet  
and cold to hot and dusty.

USB ADAPTORS

Standard control lead fitting a female USB 
connection, a male USB to micro USB is also included.

Micro USB adaptor.
Micro USB in for recharging the TexFlex unit itself.

CHARGE 
INDICATION LED’S

WATERPROOF CAP

MICRO USB PORT
USB PORT

Compatible
with all USB 

chargeable devices 
USB-C coming soon

IP65 waterproof 
Lightweight and 

reliable, designed  
for rough and  

extreme conditions

3 models 
Texflex 3: 3,000mAh 

Texflex 10*: 10,000mAh 
Texflex 20*: 20,000mAh

*In development

Small & Compact

3000 mAh
Delivers 5v at 2 amps
Lightweight at 107gms
 
The Flexible Battery can be  
used wrapped, flat or folded.

When folded, the Flexible Battery 
uses magnets to stay closed which 
doesn’t affect performance.

MAIN BATTERY

680 mm in length means weight of battery is not a strain on the device,  
can be stored anywhere on the body or cockpit/control deck of vehicle, 
making it easy to charge all/any of your devices when needed.

The 680 mm flexible flat cable allows you to store the battery in your jacket 
pocket / rucksack so it doesn't increase the weight of your device.

The self sensing auto on/off feature will make sure the device battery  
is protected and your flexible battery doesn’t keep discharging,  
leading to optimised power management.

Visual indicators at:

4 LEDs:   100%
3 LEDs:    75%
2 LEDs:    50%
1 LED:   25% 

CONTROL LEAD

Studies by the Battery
University have shown
that small charges
and keeping your battery
between 40% and 80% 
charged, will increase 
battery life and efficiency. 

CHARGE 
EFFICIENCY

HOW TO CHARGE

Charging your devices
To charge your device, simply plug 
straight into the Flexible Battery's 
USB connection point. You can  
even connect multiple Flexible 
Batteries together for more power!

Charging your Flexible Battery
Your Flexible Battery can be  
charged by any charger with  
a micro USB connection – including  
all other Texenergy chargers!  
You can charge both your devices  
and your Flexible Battery,   
at the same time.

Flexible battery

WATERPROOF CAP

Flexible battery

680 mm waterproof 
control lead

ON/OFF BUTTON

HOW TO USE  
TEXFLEX  
TECHNOLOGY

For customer support, please email support@texenergy.co.uk

texenergy.co.uk

CAMERA TABLET SMART-
PHONE

GOPRO SAT PHONE GAMES
CONSOLE

GPS MP3/ 
IPOD

YOU CAN CHARGE:

Charge indicator
4 LEDs: 100%
3 LEDs:   75%
2 LEDs:   50%
1 LED:   25% 

Press button once to indicate  
capacity – stored in the battery. 

Designed and developed in the UK
Engineered and made in China

USB plug socket


